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Ronan Malt is a native English interpreter and translator who specialises inRonan Malt is a native English interpreter and translator who specialises in
football.  He  graduated  with  a  BA  in  Modern  Languages  from  Durhamfootball.  He  graduated  with  a  BA  in  Modern  Languages  from  Durham
University in 2008, after which he went on to do an MA in Interpreting atUniversity in 2008, after which he went on to do an MA in Interpreting at
London  Metropolitan  University.  An  avid  football  fan  from  a  young  age,London  Metropolitan  University.  An  avid  football  fan  from  a  young  age,
Ronan has managed to successfully combine his passion for languages andRonan has managed to successfully combine his passion for languages and
his keen interest in the beautiful game in his chosen career path. His workinghis keen interest in the beautiful game in his chosen career path. His working
languages are Spanish and French and he boasts strong experience withinlanguages are Spanish and French and he boasts strong experience within
the field,  most  notably  acting as  Pep Mel's  interpreter  during his  time atthe field,  most  notably  acting as  Pep Mel's  interpreter  during his  time at
Premier League outfit, West Bromwich Albion.Premier League outfit, West Bromwich Albion.

In his presentation, Ronan will offer an insight into his career, providing anIn his presentation, Ronan will offer an insight into his career, providing an
introduction to football interpreting and translation and giving an overviewintroduction to football interpreting and translation and giving an overview
of his own work in the field.  Ronan will  talk about the various settings inof his own work in the field.  Ronan will  talk about the various settings in
which linguists work in the industry and the skills required to be successful,which linguists work in the industry and the skills required to be successful,
as well as offering aspiring linguists some tips about breaking into footballas well as offering aspiring linguists some tips about breaking into football
interpreting and translation.interpreting and translation.
In the second half of his talk, Ronan will provide a workshop on interpretingIn the second half of his talk, Ronan will provide a workshop on interpreting
note-taking,  featuring  an  interactive  demonstration  which  aims  to  offernote-taking,  featuring  an  interactive  demonstration  which  aims  to  offer
students a taste of real-life football interpreting.students a taste of real-life football interpreting.


